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Introduction. 

As it is readily seen, the wording of the problem of unambiguous de~ 

scription of a language depends not only on involved grammars, but 

also on types of structures in terms of which these grammars charac- 

terise their sentences. Up to last years the problem of unambiguous 

grammatical description was considered only with respect to context- 

free gr~mm~s, whose structural descriptions are constituent-structu- 

re trees. In the monography ~ this problem was raised with respect 

to dependency grammars whose generative capacities are the same as 

those of context-free grammars, but whose structural descriptions 

(dependency trees) are different from constituent-structure trees. 

In this wording the problem got its final solution in papers ~2-4J 

even for a more general notion of dependency grammar than in ~I~. 

In our paper the very same problem is considered and resolved with 

respect to the class of the finite state ~-systems, introduced in 

~5~, and as it is shown there, having the same generative capacity 

as context-free grammars. This model is a prime formalization of the 

surface-syntactic component of linguistic systems of the type "Mean- 

ing~=~Tex~' (see monography [6]). Finite-state ~-systems character- 

ise their sentences in terms of pure dependency trees widely used as 

the tool of syntactic description of sentences in natu~ral languages. 

We compare the capacities of unambiguous description of context-free 

languages in terms of each of the three structures mentioned above. 

As it turns out, the classes of languages generated by unambiguous 

dependency grammars and unambiguous finite-state ~-systems are in- 

comparable and both strictly broader than the class of unambiguous 

context-free languages. Nevertheless their union does not coincide 

with the class of all context-free languages. 

For the reason of space economy we prove two first theorems only 

(however most relevant technics is involved in their proofs). For the 

same reason an informal discussion of the main concepts is abridged 

and put in the appendix. Our paper is closely interrelated to still 
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u published p pers which =e abstracted in Nevertheless 

is self contained. Its complete version is submitted for publication 

in the Transactions of Kalinin State University, 

Basic definitions. 

Let ~ and M be some disjoint finite alphabets (of word-forms and of 

types of surface structure relations in natural language interpretat- 

ion). 

Definition. A dependenc~ (d-) tr,e,e inZ, M is a pair ~=~T,9~>, 

where T is some finite oriented tree with nodes labelled by symbols 

in >-and arrows - by symbols in ~i, and~ is some linear ordering of 

all nodes of T. Let v 1,...,v k be the K-ordered sequence of all nodes 

of T, and x(v i) be a label of v i. Then we say tha~ ~ is a dependency 

tree of x = X(Vl)X(V2)...x(v k) (notation x=w(~)). 

Definitio n. Let T be a finite oriented tree with node labels in ~ and 

arrow labels in M. We call T a ~ure dependency (pd-) tree, if any two 

arrows in T lea~ing from a node v to differen~ and identically label- 

led nodes Vl,V2, have different arrow labels. We say that T is a pure 

dependency tree of a string x if there is such a linear ordering~ of 

all nodes of T that ~T,~ is a dependency tree of x. 

Notation. The set of all d-trees (pd-trees) in ~ and ~ is denoted by 

D(2,M) (~(I,M)). Subsets of D(X,M) and of ~()- ,M) will be called 

d-languages and pd-lanEuages respectively, 

To provide background for our comparative s~udy we recall some 

notions and notation from the papers ~2-~,7~. 

Notation. q. Let T be a finite oriented tree and v be a node of T, 

T(v) denotes the subtree of T which results from T by deletion of all 
! 

nodes v = v not depending on v. (We call it a complete subtree of T 

generated by v. ) 

2. Let ~1:<T1,~> and ¢2:<T2,~2>be in D(Z,M), Xl:(Vq,...,v t, 

v, vt+q,...,v n) the ~[1-ordered sequence of all nodes of T1, and X2= 

(Ul,...,Um) the 512-ordered sequence of all nodes of T 2. A(~l,V,~ 2) 

denotes the d-tree ~T,~'~>, where 1)the set of all nodes of T is 

X=(xqUx2)-[v}; 2)~ orders X into the sequence (Vl,...,v~,ul,..., 

Um, VC+q,...,Vn); 3) v' and v'' are connected in T (in indicated di- 

rection) by an arrow of type m in M if either a) v',v'' are in Xl-~V ] 
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and connected in T I by the same arrow; or b) v',v'' are in X 2 a~d con- 

nected in T 2 by the same arrow; or c) v' is in X1-[v~ v" is the root 

of T 2 and v' and v are connected in T I by the same arrow; or d) v" 

is in X1-~v~, v' is the root of T 2 and v and v" are connected by the 
same arrow in TI; ~)corresponding nodes in T and TI,T 2 have identical 

labels. ~ ~ c  
Examole. Let ~ ~  

+ = and ~2 = . Then 
1 d a b c 

d a" "e- f b b b 

Definition [5,7]. A generalized dependency dendrogramm~ (gdd-grsmmar) 

~=(V,M,W,I,R), where V,W smd M are pairwise disjoint finite alphabets 

(of terminals, nonterminals and arrow labels), I in W (an axiom) and 

R is a finite system of productions of the form B-~, where B is in 

w and ~ in D(VUW,M). 

a node v in ~! labelled by B and a production B--~in R such that 

=A(~d,v, ~ ). The transitive closure of relation ~ is denoted by 

. LD(~)" =~ in D(V,M) I I~T~is a d-lsaguage generated by 

and L(~)=[w(~)l+ inLD(~) ~ is a'language generated by ~. 

From these definitions immediately follows that the class of lan- 

guages generated by gdd-grammars coincides with the class of all cf- 

languag • s. 

Definition [5]. A finite-state (fs-) ~-~rammar is a system G=(V,M, 

W,I,R), where V,M and W are finite pairwise dis3oint alphabets (of 

terminals, arrow labels and nonterminals), I is in W (am axiom) and 

R is a finite set of productions of the form A-~T, where A is in W 

and T is in ~(VUW,M), all nonbottom nodes of T being labelled by 
terminals. 

Notation. For TI,T 2 in ~(VUW,M) we write TI~ T 2 if there is a pro- 

duction A-~T in R and a bottom node v in T I labelled by A, such that 

T 2 results from T I by substitution of T in T 1 for v. The transitive 
olos=e of we  enote by A A-l  age ge ra ed by G 

Fs-~-grammars form the simplest bype of ~rammars generating ~- 

lan~/ages. General definition of /k-gram_mars may be found in [5]. One 

of basic nobions in [5] is the notion of ~-system, i.e. a two-level 
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formal system consisting of a ~-grammar generating a class/% of pal- 

trees and a so called linearization operator which maps pd-trees in 

A into strings they characterize. We consider in our paper the simpl- 

est type of A-systems - the so called finite-state A-systems. 

Definition. Let V and M be finite disjoint alphabets. A local linea- 

rization operator in V and ~ is a function 1 which associates with 

every tree T in ~(V,M) of the form M ~  a nonempty set I(T) of 

aq...a k 
strings z0...Zp...z k such that for some p, 0 ~p~k, Zp=a and Zo,... , 

Zp_1,Zp+1,...,z k is a permutation of the sequence (al,mq),...,(ak,mk). 

Defini io_~n. The l~ne_~ariz_~atio~ opera,or 01 related to a+local linear- 

ization operator 1 is the function from ~(V,M) to 2 V defined by 

induction as follows, a)For a one-node tree T with a label a in V 

OI(T) = la}. b)Let T be a pal-tree in A(V,M) of the form ~ K  

at... a k 

~YO-..Yp'--Yk m a -- 01(T) 
L 

O_~j~k 
Definition. A finite-state (fs-) /%-system is a pair (G,1), where G = 

(V,M~W,I,R) is a fs-A-grammar and i is a local lineamization opera- 

tot in V,M. The set L(G,I) = U 01(T) is called a language 
T ~ L~(G) 

specified by the system (G,I). 

In the paper [5] it is proved in fact that the class of all lan- 

guages specified by fs-~-sysbems coincides with the class of all cf- 

languages. This enables us to introduce in parallel bo classical not- 

ions of unambiguity, ambiguity, degree of ambiguity of cf-language 

analogous notions in terms of gdd-grammars and fs-A-systems. 

Definition [~]. Let ~be a grid-grammar and x in L(~). r~ C~ O(~',x) be- 

notes the number of d-trees @ in LD(~) such that w( + )=x. A degree 
i s  of d-ambiguity ef ~is the quantity ~D(~) = sup ~D ( 

in L(~)} (if c~rl D(T) is not a number, we set ~ D(~ -) = oo). Gdd- 

grammar ~ is d-unambi~0us if -~D(~)g q, and d-ambi~ou& if .-.D(~) 
>q (it is supposed that n<~ for all numbers n). A de sree of d-am- 
. . . r ~ . F1 ~- 

b~Ru~ ~ _~ cf-la~age T ~s '-'DO) : ~ D (  u )I L(T):~}--A cf- 
language L is d-unamblguous if Lr~D(L)~ I, and d-ambzguOus if ~D(L) 
>i. 

Definition. Let (G,Z) be a fs-A-system and x in T(G,I). ',-',A((G,I), 
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x) will denote the number of pd-trees T in L~(G) such that x is in 

0~(T). A de~ree of A-ambi~ai~ of (G,1) is the quantity .-r~A(G,1) = 

s~I~((G,i),X ~ X fs in L(G,1)]. Fs-A-system (G,1) is ~---unambi- 

guou~ if ~^(G,1)~1, a~d a-a~bi~ous if ~_^(G,1)>~. For a cf-l~- 

a de~ree of ~-ambi~aity of L. A cf-language L is ~ if 

~- A(L) ~ 1, and A-ambiguous if ~L) >1. 

Results. 

Each unambiguous cf-language is trivially d-unambiguous. An analogous 

proposition is true for A case. 

Theorem I. Each unambiguous cf-language is A-unambigaous. 

Pro0f. Let us consider an unambiguous cf-language L. As it is known 

[8], there is an unambiguous cf-grammar in normal form r=(V,W,I,R) 

generating L. We relate to r the following A-system (G,1). We set 

G=- (V, {~, m2} ,W, I,R' ), where R' =~A--~-a~ [A-~aBC is in R~ U 
~ ---- ! B -C J 

rator 1 as follows: i( Z) = a(al,~)(a2,m2) and i(~I) = 
a I a2 a 1 

{a(a,~)] for all a,al,a 2 in V. Let ~s use t~e notation t(~)~ for 

a string x in V + and for a derivation tree T of x in ~.We may intro- 

duce the following function g from derivation trees in ~ to pd-trees 
A 

in L~(G): I. g( ~ ) = a. 2. Let a derivation tree T be of the form 

or of the form with t(T) in V +, and let by 

induction T 1 and T 2 be the single pd-trees such that g(T( v ))=T 1 and 

g(T(v'))=T2* Then g(T) is the pd-tz'ee~or respective~Tk. 
Let ~(r) denote the set of all trees of derivations of the form 

I~x, where x is in V +, and let gI be the restriction of g to A(~). 
By the choice of G gI is the function from ~(~) onto L~(G). By 

definition Ol(g(T)) = {t(T)} for all T in A(~)- From this it fol- 

lows that L(G,1)=L(~)=L. Now, let us assume that for a string x in 

L there exist different pd-trees T 1 and T 2 such that 01(T1)=01(T2)=x. 
Then we choose derivation trees T I',T 2' such that g(T~)=T I and g(T~)--T 2. 
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Td~T ~ because g is a function. Hence we have t(T 4)=Ol(g(T~))=Ol(T1)= 
X=Ol(T2)=Ol(g(T~))=b(T~) which contradicts unambigui~y of V •Q.e.d. 

Now we furnish an example showing that there are ~-uaambiguous 
ambiguous cf-languages. 

~=~m~le 1 .  ~ i s  o l e =  that the cf-l==gu=go ~ac: {~ i°a i°aJ  t i ' J  >-I]U 
aicaJcaJ I i,j >~I~ is ambigaous. Consider fs-A-system (Gq,ll), where 
1=({a,ci,_ . _  _lmI'm21"{Z'A'B]'Z'~I)' ~ ~s t~e set  oZ ~roduotion= 

{ I - - -  Z , A A . B - ~ ,  , B--*~, 
a" A 

and lq is defined as follows (here and below we suppose that 1 is de- 
fined arbitrarily on those pal-trees of height q which are not listed): 

1 (~Icmz)1 [Y "~ ,  = { (a'mq)c(a'm~)' (a'm2)c(a'~)l~ ll(a~) = {(a'~) 

< = I <  => =° =,< as+ 
1 a ~" c = a " 

Let us denote by Tij the pd-bree 
• ~ ~ ~ c--ml - - -  . 

/ a ~  a ~ m ~  " - a  " ~  

5 ~ a  " - -  " " a ~ " , ,  

~ (%'11)  = ~'ac" Indeed, let l ~ (~ )= l . I ' (T)= l l (~ )  ~or all T ~ ~/~ 

a--~ a" - a  

(a,~)]. It is clear then, that each string aicaica j (aicaJca j) in 

Lac falls into Ol~(Tij) (respectively into O14,(Tji)). As it is 

readily seen, L~(G I) ={Tij I i,j>~lJ. Thus Lac~L(Gd,lq). At the same 
time, L(G1,1q)~Lac because Olq(Tij)~Lac for all i,j. Finally, A- 

umambiguity of fs-~-system (Gl,1 I) follows from the fact that Ol1(Tij) 

Oll(Tlk ) = ~ for all i,j,k,1)l such ~hat either i~l, or j~k. Ou2 

example together with the theorem 1 gives 

Corollary I. The class of all unambiguous cf-languages is a proper 
subclass of the class of all ~-unambiguous c£-languages. 

AS it  is shown in W] (cf.[3]), the language (aibJcJ( i,j~1}U 

minory changes) is fit to prove d-ambiguity of Lac. Thus we have 
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Corollary 2- There exist ~-unambiguous d-ambiguous cf-languages. 

Let us consider one more example of A-unambiguous ambiguous cf- 

language (~-un~mbiguity may be verified as in example q). 
+ 

Example 2. The cf-language Lacef , where Lacef = { eixfi I i ~ 1, x in 

Lac}, is specified by ~-unambiguous fs-/k-system (G2,12) with G2 = 

( { a , c , e , f } , i m l , m 2 , m 3 ~ , { I , A , B , E ~ , I , R 2 )  , where R 2 i s  the set  of produc-  

t i o n s  f ~ f~ c 

a 

A B 

: t(e,~)(f,=2)~(f,m, ij ' !2'e t .  ,=,F\=~\~) :{ 

A B 
f 

, B--~a I, and 12(e~/~f) 
f 
f 

(e,ml) (f,mr)f}, 12(:/~ ) 

l 
a a a a 

{(e,=l)(o,mr)f~, ~d 12(T)=tl(T) for T in { 
= } 

, ~4 • 

a c a 

In the paper [$] it is shown that ~D(L+cef) =OOo At the same 

time the proof of this theorem shows that the degree of ambiguity of 

Lacef+ is ~o (notationS(L) = o~). Thus we obtain the following stron- 

ger form of corollary 2. 

Corollar~ ~. There exist Ik-unambiguous cf-languages of infinite de- 

grees of ambiguity and d-ambiguity° 

Nevertheless, as it might be expected, there exist ~-ambiguous 

cf-languages. We expose several such languages. 

~heo~.~,m 2. The o:~-la~=uage ~b = { a~bmanbk I k,m,,~ ~.1] U [ ambna~b" I 
k,m,n~ 1] is ~-ambiguous. 

Proof. Let (G',l') be a fs-A-system specifying Lab. As it is noted 

in [5] (remarks 1,2 to the proof of theorem 3) (G',l') may be reduced 

to a fs-A-system (G, 1) with the properties a) L%(G)=LA(G' ) and b) 

l~l',in the following canonical form: 1)the axiom I cannot occur on 

the right side of any production in R; 2)each production in R is ei- 
~he~ of the form a 

A ~...~K , A inW, a in V, Xl,...,Xk in 

x I x k 
VUW, or of the form A--~a, A in W, a in V, or of the form I--~A, 

A in W; 3)for all A in W any two productions A--~T 1 and A--~T 2 in 

R have identical root labels, if these labels are terminals. The 
r-1 

conditions a), b) imply not only L(G',I')=L(G,1)=Lab but also ~-~(G', 
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l') = ~A(G,1)- Thus it suffice to show that (G,1) is A-ambiguous. 

Let G = (V,M,W,I,R). First of all we effect the following simple con- 

struction used in the theorem 3 in [5]. By the canonical form condit- 

ion 3) there is a function r: W--~V such that r(A)=a iff a is in 

V and there is a production A--*T in R with the root of T labelled 

by a. Le~ p = A--~ ~4~a~K be a production in R. We relate the 

xk 
a 

tree Tp = ~/~K to P, in which x~ = x i if x i is in V, and 

x~ = r(x i) if x i is inW for all i, l~i~k. It is clear that l(Tp) 

is always defined. So, we may introduce the cf-production A--~Xil... 

• .Xik for each string (x11, rail)... (X l,mil)a(X l.1, =ii+I) XilaXil+ 1" 

...(X~k,mik) in l(Tp). Assembling all such productions, adding to 

them all the productions of the form A--~a in R, eliminating product- 

ions of the form I--~A, A in W, and finally, setting I to be the axi- 

om, we obtain a cf-grammar ~(G,1) generating Lab. Each derivation 

tree in &( r (G, 1)) (notation A(~) is introduced in theorem I ) is 

quasinormal, i.e. every its nonbottom node has an immediate successor 

labelled by a terminal. This provides correctness to the inductive 

definition of the following function h: ~(~ (G,1))--~2 ~(V'M). Let 

T be a derivation tree in ~(~(G,1)) and v be a node in T (the defi- 

nition proceeds by induction on complete subtrees of T). Then 

a)If v is a bottom node of T labelled by a terminal a in V, h(T(v)) 

consists of single one-node tree with the label a• 

b)Let v be a nonbottom node in T. A pd-tree T~ is in h(T(v)) iff 

there exist a sequence vl,...,Vk,VO,Vk+l,...,v n of all immediate suc- 

cessors of v in T with v 0 labelled by a terminal b in V, and a sequ- 

ence of arrow labels ~,...,m~ in M, and a sequence of pal-trees T~I , 

...,T!~u, such that T2~iisin h(T(vi)) for all 1~i~n, and 

c)h(T) = h(T(~)), where V is the r0oe o~ ~. 

Some simple properties of this function we state below using the fol- 

lowing 

Notation• Let T be a tree with labelled nodes and a be a symbol. ITla 

denotes the number of nodes in T labelled by a, 

Lemma I (obvious), Let T be a derivation tree of a terminal string in 
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V(G,I), and T A be a pd-tree in h(T)o Then I) ITla = [Tal a for each 

terminal a in V; 2) For each node v in T there is some complete sub- 

tree of T A in the set h(T(v)); 3) For each complete subtree T~ of 

T~ there is a node v in T such that T~ is in h(T(V)). 

Moreover, from the constz~ction of ~(G,I) immediately follows 

Lemma 2. For any derivation tree T in ~(~(G,I)) of a terminal 

string x there is a pd-tree T• in h(T)NLA(G) such that x is in 

Ol(T A)- 
Using lemmas 1 and 2 we reduce theorem 2 to the following 

Proposition. There exist a string Y in Lab , derivation trees Tq and 

T 2 of Y in ~(~(G,1)) and a complete subtree T 4 of Tq such that, 

~hatever would be ~ complete subtree T~ of the tree ~2' either IT~I~ 

The reduction proceeds as follows. Let the proposition be true. 

In this case by lemma 2 we may choose for our string Y two its pd- 

trees T~q in h(Tq)~L~(G) and TAm in h(T2)~L~(G ) such that Y is in 

OI(TA1) NOI(TA2). Let us show that TZ~ 1 ~ TA2 (this would imply A- 

ambiguity of (G,I)). Indeed, by conditions q) and 2) of the lemma 1 

we find in ~he tree T~I a complete subtroe TAt such that ITalia : 

: : 

then by conditions 1) and 3) of the lemma I there would have been a 

complete subtree T~ in the tree T 2 such that IT~la = IT~21a = IT~IIa 

We prove the propositien by successive applications of the fol- 
lowing 

Lemma 3([q], theorem 4.7; cf.also [9]). For each cf-grammar ~ there 

is an integer s(~ ) such that for any string X and for any its full 

derivation D=(I,...,X), if X=xyz with lyI~s(r), the string y may 

be segmented so that y=yqvY2, v ~m, and the derivation D drops ei- 

ther a)into subderivations 

I ~ xqAY2z ~ XlUkVY2Z ~ XlUX2VY2Z = X , 
or b)into subderivations 

I ~ xyIAz 2 ~  xY lvAwz 2:- .-" XYlVZlWZ 2 = X . 

(A derivation is full if it is a derivation of a terminal string from 

the axiom. ) Application of the lemma 3 to a string X distinguishes 

in every derivation D of X a subderivation of the form A ~ uAv 

(in the first case) or of the form A ~  yaw (in the second case) 
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which could be either iterated or removed to get a new full derivat- 

ion. About this subderivation we shall write that it is factored from 

D by the given application of the lemma 3. 

Now, so that to prove our proposition let us consider the value 

s = s(r(G,1)) of the parameter s(~) in lemma 3 and set q = (2s)!. 

Besides this let us consider the string X = aS+qbsasb s in Lab , a 

full derivation D of X in the grammar r (G,1) and the constituent- 

structure C of X induced by D. We shall effect two applications of 

lemma 3 to different substrings of X and number them by Romannumerals. 

I. First we apply lemma 3 to X with x=a s+q, y=b s and z=aSb s. It 

is easy to check that for such application of lemma 3 only the case 

b) in its wording is possible. So, in this case the substringw has 

the form w=b d, d >O, and is not a substring of y. Thus in C we may 

distinguish the following constituents 
(I) X = aS+qbe(bd(bfasbJ)bd)b i , where e,i~ s. 

iI. The second application of lemma 3 to X we effect with x= 

aS+qb s, y=a s and z=b s. If this application leads to the case b) the 

string w is either empty or is a substring of the distinguished occu- 

fence of the stringy. The same is true for the string u in the case 

a) because, as we have proved already, the structure C contains con- 

s t i t u e n t s  the (1) .  o=tul+lvi  in the cas  a) c=Ivl+iwl 
in the case b) (for u and v or v and w resulting from the second app- 

lication of lemma 3). Besides this, let D I and DI~ be the subderivat- 

ions factored from the derivation D by first and second applications 

of lemma 3. We choose positive numbers r and p such that rd=pc=q and 

iterate subderivations D I and DXI in D r and p times respectively. 

As a result we obtain a derivation D 1 of the string 

Y = aS+qbe+d+rd+faS+PCbJ +d+rd+i = aS+qbS+qaS+qbs+q . 

In the constituent structure C 1 induced by D 1 on Y we may distinguish 

the constituent 
(2) y = aS+qbe(bs+q-eaS+qbs+q-i)b i , where e,iL s. 

Let us now take the string Z = aSbSaSb s+q in Lab and consider 

some full derivation D' of Z and the constituent strucbure C' induced 

by D' on Z. We apply lemma 3 twice to the string Z, first with x=m, 

y=a s and z=bSaSb s+q , and afterwards with x=a s, y=b s and z=aSb s+q. 

Then by similar construction we obtain a full derivation D 2 of the 

same string Y, but this time we find in the constituent struc~are C 2 

induced on Y by D 2 the constituent 

(3) Y = ag( as+q-gbs+qas+q-h)ahbs+q , where g,h~ s. 

Let T 1 and T 2 be the derivation trees of D I and D 2 respectively. 
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By (2) we have a complete subtree T~ in T I such that t(T~)=b s+q-e 

~s÷qbs+q-i. it sh0u1~ be ~ote~ that l~Ib>2q and l~41~s÷q. B.t if 

there is a oo~plete s~btree ~ ~ ~2 s~ch that l~I b > 2q, ~he~ by (3) 

the constituent t(T~) contains the substring aS+q-gbs+qas+q-ha h = 

aS+q-gbS+qa s+q which implies IT~la>/S+q-g+s+q ~ s+q. This verifies 

our proposition and hence the theorem. Q.e.d. 

As it is noted in [q], bhe language Lab is d-unambiguous (a d- 

unambiguous grid-grammar generating Lab may be found in [3]). There- 

fore theorem 2 implies 

Corollary @o There exist ~-ambiguous d-unambiguous cf-languages. 

Next theorem gives an example of a cf-language of infinite de- 

gree of ~-ambigui~y. 
iA i 2 i k 

Theorem ~. The]~cf-language Lab c =Iranba |ca c...ca I k,n,ij=1,2,..., 
r~ L (~jJ)k[ij = njj has the property ~T~( abe ) =oo. 

I 

C1 The proof of this theorem shows also that c.(Lab c) = ~ (this, 
however, being known already - cf. [I], p.15%). A~ the same time this 

language is shown in [2] to be d-unambiguous. Thus we have 

Corollary 5. There exists a d-unambiguous cf-language L such that 

r'~ L -V~A( c~( ) roland L) =oo. 

The last theorem of this paper shows that the union of ~-uaam- 

biguous and d-unambiguous languages is itself a proper subfamily of 

cf-languages. 

Theorem ~. The cf-language Labd = ~anb2md n I m,n>~1~U{ anbn+mdm I m,n 

>I I~ is both ~-ambiguous and d-ambiguous. (D-ambiguity of this lan- 

guage is shown in [~]. ) 
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APPENDIX 

(Few words abqut pure dependency tree s and fs-~-systems.) 

Pd-tree is essentially an explicit representation of syntactic 

relations in a sentence. The main principle of syntactic analysis is 

to the effect that all the formal means of manifestation of syntactic 

relations ought to be removed from the initial sentence description 

and transformed into corresponding components of a syntactic struc- 

ture. Thus, the linear order of words in a sentence must also be re- 

moved, because it is, undoubtedly, one of the means of manifestation 

of syntactic relations. This is very peculiar to English. We relate 

the reader to [6 ] for a more detailed discussion and confine oursel- 

ves to the following example. In the notation of [6], the sentence 

This car drives M~_~mad has the structure 

drives 
predicative ~ / ~ ~  object-copredicative 

relation ~ I  ~ relation 
~ ~ 1 completive ~ _ 

relation ~ 
determinative / 
relati~ 

However, the sentence Mad ~ drives this car which differs from 

the sentence above only in linear order of words, has absolutely dif- 

ferent syntactic structure: 
drives 

predicative / ~  I completive 
. - . . . <  • relatlon elatlon 

attributive/M~ ca~'~r~determinative 
r e l a ~ /  ~elation 

mad ~.~. 

This is why linear order is divorsed from pd-trees. As a consequence, 

the procedure of syntactic synthesis drops naturally into two phases, 

first of ~hem being a process of seneration of a pd-tree (unordered 

structure), and the second being a transformation of the pd-tree into 
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a sentence (linearized sequence of words). This approach is adopted 

in [6] and formalized in [5] through the notion of ~-system ( 

fro~ the Greek ~ ~ ~0~ ) .  ~o t~t ~o make this principl~ ~ran~p~- 

rent we deliberately confine ourselves in this paper to the simplest 

class of ~-systems (fs-~-systems). That is why the examples of A- 

unambiguous ambiguous languages turn to be artificial. However, fs-~ - 

systems may be essentially enriched (without augmenting the class of 

specified languages) by means of generalization of linearization ope- 

rators. We may, for example, allow relabelling in the course of (top- 

down) linearization. Even such a weak generalization provides ~-un- 

ambiguity to more interesting of-languages, such as ~aibicJ I i,j~11 

" -  I " - - "  ot~ers. Neverthe ~ U 
less~ theorem 2 would still remain true which shews that overlaping 

constituents lead to unavoidable A-ambiguity. it must be noted that 

fs-~-system with relabelling is itself a very natural model because 

in general the linearization of deep structure is accompanied by mor- 

phological transformations. 


